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QUARTERLY TWO SHILLINGS

**Concerto No. 4 in G major, Op. 58—Beethoven. With the Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Issay Dobrovven DB6303-DB6306 Auto Couplings DB9032-DB9035**

**Rondo No. 2 in A minor, K.511, Mozart, DB6290 × Impromptus in E flat and G, Schubert, DB21335**
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**HALLÉ**

Published monthly by the HALLÉ CONCERTS SOCIETY

A magazine for every music lover

Contributors included among the leading musical writers of today

CONTROVERSIAL, INFORMATIVE AND HUMOROUS ARTICLES

REVIEWS, NEWS AND PERSONALITIES

Fully Illustrated

Subscription Rates:

SIX MONTHS, 7/- ONE YEAR, 13/6

(Post Free)

From: THE HALLÉ CONCERTS SOCIETY, 8 St. Peter’s Square, Manchester 2
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**NICHOLAS MEDTNER**

PIANO CONCERTO, Op. 33, No. 1

Score and parts on hire

PIANO SOLO

Novelette, Op. 17, No. 1 2/-

Conte, Op. 20, No. 1 2/-

Sonate-Conte, Op. 25, No. 1 5/-

Quatre Contes, Op 26 4/3

Improvisation, Op. 31, No. 1 3/6

Conte, Op. 34, No. 2 2/-
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Three Nocturnes, Op. 16, each 3/6

SONGS

Eight poems, Op. 24 Complete 12/-, each 2/6

Seven poems of Pouchkine, Op. 29 Complete 8/6, each 2/6
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